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It’s been said by builders, that the perfect ICF wall 
has no window openings. Why? Because you’re  
replacing a solid wall with an opening of glass and 

supporting window buck system. 

With 20+ years of ICF experience, Gorilla Buck pro-
vides a cost effective window buck system WITHOUT 
water or air leaks, warping, strapping of buck frames, 
and custom lumber cutting. 

Why Gorilla Buck is Superior

Green Technology
Any one of our  
Gorilla Buck styles 
can contribute  
LEED points, for 
manufacturing  
within 500 miles of 
the project site and 
extra points for utili-
zation of either the 
Solid Foam Buck,  
or specifying the 
NeoporTM  version 
of our EPS, with 
15% more R-value 
insulation.

Energy Savings
Gorilla Buck, with 
its super-insulating 
fin structure, in 
conjunction with ICF 
wall construction 
produces airtight 
structure and  
dramatically reduces 
air leakage, energy 
use and HVAC  
requirements. 

Moisture Control
Gorilla Buck 
Flashing eliminates 
moisture infiltration 
at the weakest point 
in window and door 
bucks. Gorilla Buck 
also ensures an 
airtight building  
shell making it  
easier to control  
and monitor airflow  
and moisture issues.

Durability
Gorilla Buck Rebar 
Brackets anchor the 
buck frame to the 
concrete, as well  
as a variety of 
weather defying  
buck materials 
reflecting a practical 
design approach  
to durability.

Sustainability
Gorilla Buck  
contributes to the 
conservation of our 
strained natural 
resources by using 
less wood, or no 
wood at all for the 
construction of  
buildings, not to 
mention ensuring  
the integrity and 
longevity of your  
ICF structure.

Recycling/Re-Use
Gorilla Buck  
produces minimal 
waste and up to 
100% of any waste 
produced is fully  
recyclable. Due  
to the flexibility of  
Gorilla Buck  
materials, a 100% 
recycled buck is 
available.

Protection
Gorilla Buck  
products have 
extreme weather, 
temperature and 
moisture resistance. 
For example, all 
combinations  
of Gorilla Buck, with 
proper installation, 
are rated to with-
stand hurricane and 
tornado winds.



The Gorilla Buck System
Gorilla Buck
Optional Materials

Standard Plywood 

Fire-proof DensglassTM

¾" Treated Plywood

¾" OSB

Hardie® Board

Solid Foam

Fire-proof Plywood

Rebar Brackets

FlashingClose-up of Gorilla Buck and Flashing



No Air Leaks Insulated Design
Bonding to ConcreteSelf-aligning Design
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Gorilla Buck Provides…

Instead of cutting corners with a treated 2x12 at the most  
vulnerable connection in your ICF wall, use the ideal ICF window  

and door buck—Gorilla Buck!


